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HELP! MY BUSINESS IS
STRUGGLING A CASE STUDY
A third of businesses will go bust within

01 The problem
The reason for coming to me hid
the real issues

five years of starting.

The consequences for a failed business
- Loss of money
- Lost dreams
- Damage to pride and confidence
- Letting staff go

02 The analysis
An in depth analysis revealed
many issues
-

This case study looks at the challenges

03 The plan

faced by a business that had been losing
money for over seven years and the steps
they could take to avoid a painful end.
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HELP! MY BUSINESS IS STRUGGLING - A CASE STUDY
A third of businesses will go bust within five years
of starting.

This is quite alarming, not least for the business that
has failed. All those hopes and dreams dashed, the

01 The problem

loss of money, the loss of pride and confidence and
possibly the loss of jobs for employees.

Too many business owners are afraid to ask for help
and by the time they realise they are in trouble, it
could be too horribly late, or you may have got to the
point where the company could be rescued via a CVA
(Company Voluntary Agreement)

But far better not to have got there in the first place. It can be very difficult to see the wood from the trees when it’s
your own business and you are spending every hour of the day running on the hamster treadmill desperately trying to
get in business.

It may require some deep soul searching and making some hard decisions, but if you take action, you can turn your
business around.

The business
I was contacted by a business, XYZ* which sells kitchen wares. They sell a range of products to a
variety of large suppliers in Europe, US and the Far East, rather than direct to the public.

They originally thought they wanted me to help them with their marketing, and I could see that
there were definitely some areas where I could help.

The business issues
But as the owner, let’s call him Joe, started to send me information about his company, I rapidly
realised that there were significant problems with the business and any marketing I did would, not
to put too blunt a point on it, be like putting lipstick on a pig.

Analysing the business issues
At this point I carried out a detailed analysis of his business covering:
• Finances
• Strategy
• KPIs (Key performance indicators – the measures you create to signpost your progress)
• Management structure
• HR
• Sales
It was a complex business, so I was unable, at the initial stage, to comment on operational aspects, but clearly was an
area that needed to be looked at in great depth.

* The business shall remain anonymous for obvious reasons!
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At this point I carried out a detailed analysis of his

02 The analysis

business covering:
• Finances
• Strategy
• KPIs (Key performance indicators – the measures
you create to signpost your progress)
• Management structure
• HR
• Sales
It was a complex business, so I was unable, at the
initial stage, to comment on operational aspects,
but clearly was an area that needed to be looked at
in great depth.

Financial situation
This was poor – Joe been losing money for three years, and when I spoke to him in more detail, he’d actually been
losing money for seven years! He was propping up the business from other sources which is why the business
was still alive.
In any normal circumstances, they would have gone bust by now, but the business had been in the family for a
long time and Joe was now the figurehead. There was a lot of pride involved, understandably.

They hadn’t spotted a

7

% increase in admin costs over the year on no increase in sales.

The only budget they had was for sales, there were no other internal budgets for admin or marketing for example

Strategy
He believed he had a solid strategy, but I alerted him to the fact it was very generalised. He was trying to be all
things to all customers and ran the risk of falling between two stools.

Joe’s solution to succeeding was to increase sales.

KPIs (Key Performance Indicators)
These were all financial, weren’t measurable and there were no KPIs around customers at all.
There were no structured meetings to ensure that targets were being met, or to put in place actions if targets
were slipping.

Management structure
This was very lopsided with the general manager having a massive reporting structure under her, the financial
manager was just that, a manager, he produced monthly figures but with no direction.
The management team was weak and weren’t strong enough to stand up to the owner.
After speaking to the HR manager, the owner was part of the problem – he was getting in his own way, and staff
were unclear as to the direction as he kept changing it.

HR
There were few job descriptions for the senior
Sales

roles.
There were certainly no objectives tied into
the company strategy and appraisals were
woolly and without structure.
Without these in place - performance and
progress towards the company strategy
couldn't be measured, never mind the impact

The senior sales manager reported into the GM
(General manager) when the owner was the key
to sales. The GM didn’t have experience of the
industry, frustrating the sales manager and the
sales targets were based on gut instinct rather
than based in reality.

on staff not knowing how they were doing.
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The turnaround plan included:

03 The plan

- A new strategy
- Clear measures and goals
- Managing costs
- The right people in the right jobs
- Motivated and supported staff
- Revised sales and marketing
strategy
- Strong and consistent leadership

All in all, it was a bit of a mess.

In a way, it’s much easier to work with businesses like this, as it’s so glaringly
obvious what the issues are as an outsider.

More difficult when you’re head down

amongst it to lift your head up because you’re so busy trying to keep running.

The Turnaround plan
My recommended plan of action centred on finding some quick wins, and work on
helping this struggling business move from crisis and losing money back to what it
had originally been; a profitable and thriving business.

1

. Working on strategy

Every recovery starts with a plan, so the first action was about getting very clear about the vision and end goal
– getting a strategic plan in place.

Very few companies can compete on price, and going that route ran the risk of getting into a pricing war. So the
strategy needed to be laser focussed based on product and service.

Developing a niche market takes his business out of the competitive pool, makes it much easier to define what
it is his business does and gives the organisation a clear focus on what it is XYZ does and what it stands for.

Then it was important for the new strategy and its impact to be shared with the rest of the company to ensure
complete understanding and buy-in.

2

. KPIs

Creating the KPIs that move XYZ towards reaching their strategic goals.
These include non-financial KPIs as well as financial ones.

3

. Working on cost management

Joe’s strategy was to increase revenue to get to a position of profitability.

However, reducing his costs could have a much greater impact on his profitability.

It is estimated that a

5

% reduction in COGS (Cost of goods of sold – how much you had to pay to buy the

product/services to sell) had the equivalent impact as a

1

http://bit.ly/

3

30

% increase in top-line revenue. Source:

SRIEm

This was particularly important in his current business model as he was buying kitchen wares to supply his
customers and accounted for a high proportion of his expenses
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Cost management - cont'd
In order to try and persuade him of this, I produced the following table based on his
costs and revenue. I have changed the figures, though the actual numbers aren’t
particularly relevant, what I was trying to help him see that increasing revenue alone
requires a lot more effort for much less return.

The business needed to look closely at all costs on a regular basis with the following
actions:
- Each department creates its own budget to achieve the overall business strategy –
reviewed and agreed in a ‘star chamber’.
- Monthly meetings at which all key areas are reviewed and actuals vs budget are
assessed.
- Variations are discussed and actions taken to stay on target.
- Implementation of key measures for each department feeding in to the main KPIs of
the business

4

. Structure of the organisation

Ensuring the right structure to achieve his business aims and strategy. This can be very
challenging as it could result in a shift in what the team looks like.

We needed to carry out a review of the structure of the business – what actually needs to
have in place to ensure the success of the business.

The second phase was to look at the existing people to see:
- Who will fit into the new structure
- Who, with training could fit into the new structure
- If there are any gaps that can’t be filled by existing staff and therefore recruitment is
necessary
- If there are any staff that need to be let go
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5

. HR

Review of HR processes including structure (see above) to ensure Joe was keeping his
talented staff and that the right people are in the right roles to help him achieve his
strategic goals.
Review of all job descriptions required once the structure is clear.

Review of appraisal/performance reviews.
Ensure all staff have SMART objectives (specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and
time based)) that link to the overall strategy of the business and that they are absolutely
clear about what it is they need to achieve.

Have a system in place to ensure all staff have an annual appraisal and regular reviews
throughout the year.

There also needed to be some form of reward system that made the staff feel included in
the success of the company and felt they were trusted members of staff with valuable
contributions to make to the business

6

. Sales

This was about getting a clear sales process in place with sales targets for the sales
team (that again reflect overall targets).

- Setting clear and specific targets for the sales team.
- Ensuring the right remuneration was in place to support the success of achieving the
targets
- Consider sales training
- Weekly sales meeting against targets and pipeline led by Joe.

7

. Marketing strategy

Getting a clear marketing strategy that covers all aspects of the sales cycle.
Off the back of the strategy and sales reviews, putting together a targeted marketing
plan
Preparing a budget for approval

8

. Personal effectiveness

This was a tricky one – given that feedback has been that the CEO leadership style may
need to be modified to provide clear, consistent and unambiguous direction for the
company.
I provided coaching and support around this.

Longer term, once the company is stabilised, there may be a case for a CEO to be brought
in leaving Joe as the Chairman.

Summary
If you think, as many business do, that sales and marketing is the answer to
solving your company’s financial problems, bring in a business recovery
expert, such as The Chameleon guide as there may be easier, quicker and less
costly ways of turning your business around before looking at sales and
marketing.
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About The Chameleon Guide

Karen started life in the corporate world working in health insurance for

15

years in a variety of roles from admin assistant through to being the business
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manager responsible for delivering a £

million IT project . She fitted in an MBA

in amongst that and a life changing trip to the Antarctic.

In

2000

she went freelance and did a whole range of consulting pieces with

companies as varied as a private clinic, an outdoor adventure company and a
healthcare brokerage. She joined a small software testing consultancy helping
them grow (to a

175

person consultancy) with her back office skills and

supported them through a sale process. She then became the Marketing
Director.

In

2008

she went back to consulting and then became a director and

shareholder of a fledgling software testing consultancy as the
Marketing/Ops/HR director. After it was sold, she went back to consulting and
has since then helped a range of clients, including and IFA, health spa,
electrician, IT support company amongst others with their growth plans.

Her real life experience garnered from the corporate world, to running a
company and consulting means she is able to give pragmatic and practical
advice to companies.

This means she is able to help, guide and advise in key areas
- Moving a business from loss to profitability
- Recommend plans to reduce costly staff turnover
- Support the creation and development of actionable marketing plans

Karen Espley
The Chameleon Guide
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/karenespley
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